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Motivation

• Shallow cumulus are extremely important to radiation budget

• In COSMO these clouds are subgrid, liquid water content in grid points is zero!

• To estimate radiation transfer, we need the optical properties of subgrid clouds

• To calculate them we need the profiles of
1. Cloud cover (CLC)
2. Liquid water content (LWC)
3. Effective radius of droplets (Reff)

• Question: How to estimate 1,2,3 ?

• There are 2 options:

 Already in the COSMO model (new scheme by U. Blahak):
 CLC from the relative humidity at a grid point
 LWC from saturation mixing ratio at a grid point
 Reff from droplets number concentration (NC) and LWC

 LES simulation with detailed (Spectral-Bin) microphysics:
 Simulate shallow cumulus explicitly for different stratifications and aerosols 

concentrations
 Average the profiles of CLC, LWC, Reff over space and time to mimic COSMO 

resolution

2.8 km

H
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Aerosol concentration 
climatic profile

(derived from Tegen et al. 1997)

Effective updraft 
speed profile

(including turbulence, 
radiative cooling and 

parameterized convection)

Subgrid clouds Liquid
Water Content profile

(assuming proportionality to 
saturation mixing ratio)

𝑹𝒆𝒇𝒇(𝒛) = 𝜶 𝑳𝑾𝑪
𝑵𝒄

𝜷

Subgrid clouds effective 
radius profile

COSMO new scheme (by U. Blahak)

Cloud droplets concentration profile
(from Segal & Khain 2006)

Much better 
than the 
operational 
𝑹𝒆𝒇𝒇 = 𝟓𝝁𝒎

but 
problematic 
due to wrong 
LWC



Motivation
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• System for Atmospheric Modelling (SAM) (Khairoutdinov and Randall, 2003) is used to

conduct LES simulations (http://rossby.msrc.sunysb.edu/~marat/SAM.html)

• Nonhydrostatic, anelastic, cyclic horiz. boundary conditions, maintaining temp. &

moisture gradients at model top

• Microphysics: Spectral-Bin (Khain et al., 2013) with 33 mass bins for drops (radii from

2µm to 3.2mm) to simulate warm processes: droplet nucleation, diffusional growth,

collision coalescence, sedimentation, breakup (ice processes are also available but T>0)

• Resolution: horiz. 100m, vertical 40m, time step: 1s, runtime: 8h. Domain: 12.8 X 12.8 X

5.1km

• Initial temp. perturbations near the surface at first time step

• Simulated case: Barbados Oceanographic and Meteorological Experiment (BOMEX)

(Siebesma et al., 2003) – trade wind cumulus cloud field

• Aerosols: different size distributions (from 100 to 5000 cm-3), where only the large size

tails are activated in cumulus

Simulations design

http://rossby.msrc.sunysb.edu/~marat/SAM.html


Z(km)

0

Shallow cumulus simulations



Shallow cumulus simulations

Example: CCN 5000cm-3 , inversion at 2km , t=5h 

LWC(g/m3)
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1. Assume no mixing with surrounding

• The droplets are growing with height (diffusional growth)

• The number concentration stays similar with height
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• *Each “droplet”           represents size distribution
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2. Air close to the cloud is very humid

Cloud



How does the mixing at cloud edges occur?

2 important time scales:

• t1 - Turbulent mixing in response 
to gradients

• t2 - Condensation/evaporation 
towards thermodynamic 
equilibrium

In reality:

t2<t1 for scales above > ~0.5m
When subsaturated parcel enters 
the cloud, it evaporates the droplets, 
saturates, and then mixes with rest 
of the cloud without any effect! 

Pinsky et al. (2016):

Models with resolution below 

~200m simulate the mixing at cloud 
edges correctly 

t2>t1 t2<t1
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2. Air close to the cloud is very humid
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3. Entrainment leads to decreasing droplets 
concentration, keeping their size ~constant
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Height dependence?
NC – stay more or less constant

LWC – increase with height
Reff – increase with height

Horizontal dependence?
NC – big variation

LWC – big variation
Reff – small variation

Cloud

4. Neglecting the dissipation at cloud top…



On average over many cloudy grid-points?

Height dependence?
NC – stay more or less constant

LWC – increase with height
Reff – increase with height

Horizontal dependence?
NC – big variation

LWC – big variation
Reff – small variation

Cloud 1

Cloud 2
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Sharp dissipation of the 
“strongest” clouds 

within the inversion

Example of simulation results for 5000 CCN cm-3 :
scatter over all grid points and times

LWC NC Reff

Horizontal dependence: LWC, NC – big variation, Reff – small variation

color: number of grid 
points (log scale)

Averaged (over space 
and time) profiles

Cloud cores

inversion



Effective Radius vs. Mean Volume Radius

𝐿𝑊𝐶 =
4𝜋𝜌𝑤
3

𝑁𝐶 ∙ 𝑅𝑣
3

Mean Volume 
Radius

Number 
Concentration

Liquid Water 
Content

𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑓 ≈ 1.15 ∙ 𝑅𝑣

Our simulations of shallow Cu ensembles show:

𝐿𝑊𝐶𝑎𝑑(𝑧) =
4𝜋𝜌𝑤
3

𝑁𝐶𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑑 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒

𝑹𝒆𝒇𝒇,𝒂𝒅(𝒛)

1.15

3

In an “ideal” cloud core:

 Obtain 𝑹𝒆𝒇𝒇,𝒂𝒅(𝒛)



Max. number 
concentration at 

cloud base

inversion

color: number of grid 
points (log scale)

Averaged (over space 
and time) profiles

Cloud cores

Adiabatic LWC 
profile (theoretical)

Example of simulation results for 5000 CCN cm-3 :
scatter over all grid points and times



color: number of grid 
points (log scale)

Averaged (over space 
and time) profiles

Cloud cores

inversion

Max. number 
concentration at 

cloud base

Adiabatic LWC 
profile (theoretical)

Adiabatic Reff profile

Example of simulation results for 5000 CCN cm-3 :
scatter over all grid points and times



• CCN concentrations of
500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 5000 cm-3

(Only the tails of the CCN distributions are 
activated)

• 3 different stratifications
(inversion at 1000m, 1500m, 2000m) 

Td

T

Simulations at different conditions

• In the very clean (100 and 250 cm-3) experiments there was 
too much rain, making adiabatic effective radius profile not 
relevant



Reffad profiles in different experiments
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Reffad profiles

CLC on top 
is negligible

Ignore tops 
using tau

Reff getting smaller 
than Reffad with height 

because of mixing

Limit Reffad
by 22µm

Reduces 
cloud LWC

Has no effect 
on tau

Rain LWC

Reduces 
cloud core NC

Cloud NC profiles

Cloud LWC profiles

K factor profiles

Naive tau estimation

Correct tau estimation

Cloud Reff profiles



Reffad profiles
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using tau

Reff getting smaller 
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Reduces 
cloud LWC
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Rain LWC

Reduces 
cloud core NC

Cloud NC profiles
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Reffad profiles

CLC on top 
is negligible

Ignore tops 
using tau

Reff getting smaller 
than Reffad with height 

because of mixing

Limit Reffad
by 22µm

Reduces 
cloud LWC

Has no effect 
on tau

Rain LWC

Reduces 
cloud core NC

Cloud NC profiles

Cloud LWC profiles

K factor profiles

Naive tau estimation

Correct tau estimation

Cloud Reff profiles



Reffad profiles in different experiments

• After ~15 micron the 
collisions between cloud 
droplets intensify, which 
leads to further increase 
in Reff and to formation 
of first drizzle.   

• When drizzle occurs, it 
grows via collection of 
cloud droplets

• This collection is much 
more efficient than of 
cloud droplets, limiting 
them by ~22 micron 
(“wash out” regime)

R

In the clean simulations 
some rain occurs:

PSD



Reffad profiles

CLC on top 
is negligible

Ignore tops 
using tau

Reff getting smaller 
than Reffad with height 

because of mixing

Limit Reffad
by 22µm

Reduces 
cloud LWC

Has no effect 
on tau

Rain LWC

Reduces 
cloud core NC

Cloud NC profiles

Cloud LWC profiles

K factor profiles

Naive tau estimation

Correct tau estimation

Cloud Reff profiles



Cloud Fraction in different experiments

Coverage cloud+rain of points
LWCcl>0 , LWCrain>0

Coverage of cloud points
LWCcl>0



Reffad profiles

CLC on top 
is negligible

Ignore tops 
using tau

Reff getting smaller 
than Reffad with height 

because of mixing

Limit Reffad
by 22µm

Reduces 
cloud LWC

Has no effect 
on tau

Rain LWC

Reduces 
cloud core NC

Cloud NC profiles

Cloud LWC profiles

K factor profiles

Naive tau estimation

Correct tau estimation

Cloud Reff profiles



Optical Depth in different experiments 

𝜏(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) =  
𝑧

𝑡𝑜𝑝
3

2𝜌𝑤

𝑄 𝑥,𝑦,𝑧′

𝑅 𝑥,𝑦,𝑧′
𝑑𝑧′

𝑒−𝝉 (𝒛) ≡ 𝑒−𝜏(𝑥,𝑦,𝑧)
𝑥,𝑦

𝝉 (𝒛)

Mean over entire domain
(both cloudy and not cloudy points)

𝑄 - Cloud LWC
𝑅 - Cloud Reff

< 5%

(In geometric apx.)

We ignore cloud tops 
because of small 
cloud fraction



Reffad profiles

CLC on top 
is negligible

Ignore tops 
using tau

Reff getting smaller 
than Reffad with height 

because of mixing

Limit Reffad
by 22µm

Reduces 
cloud LWC

Has no effect 
on tau

Rain LWC

Reduces 
cloud core NC

Cloud NC profiles

Cloud LWC profiles

K factor profiles

Naive tau estimation

Correct tau estimation

Cloud Reff profiles



Recall:   Reffad profiles

inversion
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The ratio slightly 
reduces with height 
because of mixing

Linear fit for the ratio Reff/Reffad



Reffad profiles

CLC on top 
is negligible

Ignore tops 
using tau

Reff getting smaller 
than Reffad with height 

because of mixing

Limit Reffad
by 22µm

Reduces 
cloud LWC

Has no effect 
on tau

Rain LWC

Reduces 
cloud core NC

Cloud NC profiles

Cloud LWC profiles

K factor profiles

Naive tau estimation

Correct tau estimation

Cloud Reff profiles



Parametrization for Reff(z,NCcloud base) 

The profiles are universal: the smaller clouds behave as lower parts of larger clouds 



Reffad profiles

CLC on top 
is negligible

Ignore tops 
using tau

Reff getting smaller 
than Reffad with height 

because of mixing

Limit Reffad
by 22µm

Reduces 
cloud LWC

Has no effect 
on tau

Rain LWC

Reduces 
cloud core NC

Cloud NC profiles

Cloud LWC profiles

K factor profiles

Naive tau estimation

Correct tau estimation

Cloud Reff profiles



Cloud LWC and Rain LWC in different experiments

In CCN=500 (and 1000) cm-3

experiments there is still 
significant

rain water content

Note that 
rain forms in 
cloud cores!

Cloud LWC Rain LWC 



Reffad profiles

CLC on top 
is negligible

Ignore tops 
using tau

Reff getting smaller 
than Reffad with height 

because of mixing

Limit Reffad
by 22µm

Reduces 
cloud LWC

Has no effect 
on tau

Rain LWC

Reduces 
cloud core NC

Cloud NC profiles

Cloud LWC profiles

K factor profiles

Naive tau estimation

Correct tau estimation

Cloud Reff profiles



Cloud Optical Depth and Rain OD in different experiments 

𝝉𝒄𝒍 (𝒛) 𝝉𝒓𝒂𝒊𝒏 (𝒛)

No effect!

Cloud Optical Depth Rain Optical Depth 



Reffad profiles

CLC on top 
is negligible

Ignore tops 
using tau

Reff getting smaller 
than Reffad with height 

because of mixing

Limit Reffad
by 22µm

Reduces 
cloud LWC

Has no effect 
on tau

Rain LWC

Reduces 
cloud core NC

Cloud NC profiles

Cloud LWC profiles

K factor profiles

Naive tau estimation

Correct tau estimation

Cloud Reff profiles



𝑁𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑧) =  
𝑁𝐶𝑐𝑙 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒, 𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑧12 , 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑟𝑒_𝑎𝑑 = 12𝜇𝑚

𝑁𝐶𝑐𝑙 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 1 − 𝛾 𝑧 − 𝑧12 , 𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑣𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑧12

Reduction of cloud core NC with height due to rain 

Clean

Polluted



Reffad profiles

CLC on top 
is negligible

Ignore tops 
using tau

Reff getting smaller 
than Reffad with height 

because of mixing

Limit Reffad
by 22µm

Reduces 
cloud LWC

Has no effect 
on tau

Rain LWC

Reduces 
cloud core NC

Cloud NC profiles

Cloud LWC profiles

K factor profiles

Naive tau estimation

Correct tau estimation

Cloud Reff profiles



Parametrization for NC(z,NCcloud base) 

𝑁𝐶 𝑧 ≈ 𝛽 𝑁𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑧)

Relatively strong 
reduction with 

height

on average (over all heights and simulations) 𝛽 = 0.38 with standard deviation of 0.03



Reffad profiles

CLC on top 
is negligible

Ignore tops 
using tau

Reff getting smaller 
than Reffad with height 

because of mixing

Limit Reffad
by 22µm

Reduces 
cloud LWC

Has no effect 
on tau

Rain LWC

Reduces 
cloud core NC

Cloud NC profiles

Cloud LWC profiles

K factor profiles

Naive tau estimation

Correct tau estimation

Cloud Reff profiles



𝐿𝑊𝐶 𝑧 =
4

3
𝜋𝜌𝑤𝑁𝑑(𝑧)𝑟𝑣

3(𝑧) =
4

3
𝜋𝜌𝑤𝑁𝑑(𝑧)

)𝑟𝑒(𝑧

1.15

3

≈
4

3
𝜋𝜌𝑤𝑁𝑑(𝑧)

) 𝑟𝑒(𝑧

1.15

3

Parametrization for LWC(z,NCcloud base) 

 𝑟𝑒 ≈ const horizontaly

COSMO
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Reffad profiles

CLC on top 
is negligible

Ignore tops 
using tau

Reff getting smaller 
than Reffad with height 

because of mixing

Limit Reffad
by 22µm

Reduces 
cloud LWC

Has no effect 
on tau

Rain LWC

Reduces 
cloud core NC

Cloud NC profiles

Cloud LWC profiles

K factor profiles

Naive tau estimation

Correct tau estimation

Cloud Reff profiles



Clouds-averaged Optical Depth

𝑑𝜏(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) = 3

2𝜌𝑤

𝑄 𝑥,𝑦,𝑧

𝑅 𝑥,𝑦,𝑧
𝑑𝑧

𝑄 - Cloud LWC

𝑅 - Cloud Reff

𝑒−𝒅𝝉 (𝒛) ≡ 𝑒−𝑑𝜏(𝑥,𝑦,𝑧)
𝑥,𝑦

Mean 
over 

cloudy 
points

Exact Optical Depth Naive fit to Optical Depth

𝒅𝝉(𝑧) = 3

2𝜌𝑤

 𝑸 𝑧
 𝑹 𝑧

𝑑𝑧

 𝑸 - Fit for cloud avg. LWC

 𝑹 - Fit for cloud avg. Reff

Wrong Optical Depth

𝒅𝝉(𝑧) = 3

2𝜌𝑤

𝑄 𝑥,𝑦,𝑧

𝑅 𝑥,𝑦,𝑧

𝑥,𝑦

𝑑𝑧

𝑥,𝑦



Reffad profiles

CLC on top 
is negligible

Ignore tops 
using tau

Reff getting smaller 
than Reffad with height 

because of mixing

Limit Reffad
by 22µm

Reduces 
cloud LWC

Has no effect 
on tau

Rain LWC

Reduces 
cloud core NC

Cloud NC profiles

Cloud LWC profiles

K factor profiles

Naive tau estimation

Correct tau estimation

Cloud Reff profiles
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Recall:  Subgridscale variability, factor K

For higher resolution, k = 0.5 seems too low!

ρ
c

cloudy grid box ρ
c

PDF f(ρ
c
)

0 ρ
cmin

ρ
cmax



Subgridscale variability, factor K(z,NCcloud base)

𝑒−𝒅𝝉 (𝒛) ≡ 𝑒−𝑑𝜏(𝑥,𝑦,𝑧)
𝑥,𝑦

Exact Optical Depth Naive fit to Optical Depth

𝒅𝝉(𝑧) = 3

2𝜌𝑤

 𝑸 𝑧
 𝑹 𝑧

𝑑𝑧

Wrong Optical Depth

𝒅𝝉(𝑧) = 3

2𝜌𝑤

𝑄 𝑥,𝑦,𝑧

𝑅 𝑥,𝑦,𝑧

𝑥,𝑦

𝑑𝑧

𝑲 𝒛 ≡
𝒅𝝉 (𝒛)

𝒅𝝉 (𝒛)

Future: Fit  𝑲 𝒛



Reffad profiles

CLC on top 
is negligible

Ignore tops 
using tau

Reff getting smaller 
than Reffad with height 

because of mixing

Limit Reffad
by 22µm

Reduces 
cloud LWC

Has no effect 
on tau

Rain LWC

Reduces 
cloud core NC

Cloud NC profiles

Cloud LWC profiles

K factor profiles

Naive tau estimation

Correct tau estimation

Cloud Reff profiles



Clouds-averaged Optical Depth

𝑒−𝒅𝝉 (𝒛) ≡ 𝑒−𝑑𝜏(𝑥,𝑦,𝑧)
𝑥,𝑦

Exact Optical Depth Naive fit to Optical Depth

𝒅𝝉(𝑧) = 3

2𝜌𝑤

 𝑸 𝑧
 𝑹 𝑧

𝑑𝑧



Clouds-averaged Optical Depth

𝑒−𝒅𝝉 (𝒛) ≡ 𝑒−𝑑𝜏(𝑥,𝑦,𝑧)
𝑥,𝑦

Exact Optical Depth Good fit to Optical Depth

𝑲 𝒛 𝒅𝝉 𝑧 = 𝑲 𝒛 3
2𝜌𝑤

 𝑸 𝑧
 𝑹 𝑧

𝑑𝑧

Future:
We should try it with  𝑲(𝒛)



Reffad profiles

CLC on top 
is negligible

Ignore tops 
using tau

Reff getting smaller 
than Reffad with height 

because of mixing

Limit Reffad
by 22µm

Reduces 
cloud LWC

Has no effect 
on tau

Rain LWC

Reduces 
cloud core NC

Cloud NC profiles

Cloud LWC profiles

K factor profiles

Naive tau estimation

Correct tau estimation

Cloud Reff profiles

1. Cloud Fraction parametrization !
2. Clouds overlap parametrization !

Still missing:



Earth Earth

?

Cloud overlap parametrization
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OutlineImplementation in COSMO code

• P1 parametrization
• P2 parametrization
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Profile of temperature, humidity 
and aerosol concentration

Summary

Profile of 
subgridscale

Reff

Profile of 
subgridscale

LWC

Profile of 
subgridscale

variability

Optical 
properties

Parametrization of 
cloud cover

Parametrization of 
clouds vertical overlap

Still missing:



Thank you!



Additional slides



1. Uli’s parametrization:



Option 2: Tegen / Segal & Khain

• icloud_num_type_rad = 2

– Cloud nuclei profile nCN(z) is estimated from Tegen aerosols

– Activation of nCN to nCCN is estimated from Segal & Khain (2006) 
parameterization based on the estimated vertical velocity at cloud 
base

– nC is assumed equal to nCCN
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nCN(x,y,z) from Tegen aerosol climatology

Tegen et al. (1997)

• Tegen climatology is for opt. thickn. τ of 5 aerosol types: 
sea salt, sulfuric acid, other organics, black carbon and 
dust, where the black carbon is already contained in the 
„other organics“.

• Assumptions about spec. extinction coefficient βext , 
modal radii, aerosol bulk density and soluble fraction η
lead to total NCN number per area. Assumption of an 
exponentially decreasing vertical profile (in terms of 
mass fraction!) leads to 3D CN concentrations: 



… + Updraft-based activation parameterization of nCCN:

Segal and Khain (2006)

nCCN(x,y,z) from Tegen / Segal & Khain



nCCN(x,y,z) from Tegen / Segal & Khain

 Parameterized after Segal and Khain (2006) as function of nCN and wcb at cloud base, where mean radius and width of 
an assumed log-normal aerosol distribution is assumed constant (2D lookup tables)

 In „active“ clouds (wnuc > wcb,min and qc > 0 or clc_con > 0 over several adjacent height layers), activation is at 
cloud base and nCN decreases exponentially above cloud base
(  autoconversion, accreation).

 All other grid points: derive nc from lookup table based on local nCN and wnuc

 Let nCCN,SK be the lookup table, then:

 Effective updraft speed wnuc for nucleation, including turbulence, radiative cooling an parameterized convection:

(convective velocity scale after Deardorff)

 ztop_con: PBL height as determined from Θv < Θv,surf+0.5 K, or upper bound of lowest continuous „clc_con“ 
layer





2. COSMO experiment



In the test version, these 3 are calculated anyway (even if luse_qc_adiab_for_reffc_sgs=FALSE):
• reff_sam - reff_avg_fact*refftc%r_eff
• lwc_sam - lwc_avg_fact*lwc_adiab
• lwc_sam_avg - lwc_avg_fact*lwc_adiab*(radqc_fact*zclc)

2 versions:
1. “SAM” version (with luse_qc_adiab_for_reffc_sgs=TRUE)
2. “no-SAM” version (with luse_qc_adiab_for_reffc_sgs=FALSE)





QC_RAD (which includes 

contributions from “SAM” grid 
points and other grid points)

QC_RAD

QX_RAD = QX_CON * CLC_CON + max[QX_SGS, 0.5*QX] * CLC_SGS * ( 1 – CLC_CON)

Grid-averaged

1.
“SAM” 
version 

2.
“no-SAM” 

version 



lwc_sam_avg (“SAM” grid 

points only)

1.
“SAM” 
version 

Grid-averaged



lwc_sam
(calculated anyway)

lwc_sam

Cloudy part

1.
“SAM” 
version 

2.
“no-SAM” 

version 



reff_sam
(calculated anyway)

reff_sam

1.
“SAM” 
version 

2.
“no-SAM” 

version 



REFF_C

REFF_C

1.
“SAM” 
version 

2.
“no-SAM” 

version 



3. Homogeneous Mixing



Pinsky, M., Khain, A., Korolev, A., and Magaritz-Ronen, L.: Theoretical 
investigation of mixing in warm clouds – Part 2: Homogeneous mixing, 
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 16, 9255-9272, https://doi.org/10.5194/acp-16-9255-
2016, 2016.












